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At the Shores of the Great Silence: A Fortification of Theories and Methods 

Introduction 

Biomythography, a term coined by Audre Lorde, describes a creative work that is made up of 

myth, history, and biography. Ted Warburton gives the term a simple definition: a means to 

create identity within the structure of personal, social, cultural and historical life.1 The piece At 

the Shores of the Great Silence is the documentation of a process of biomythography examining 

the lives of my female ancestors. Of the hundreds of women’s names I have discovered in my 

family tree, the work focuses on seven women, privileged because they birthed famous men. 

Their lives were all vastly different – from a Welsh mother of Gods to a warrior mother who died 

alongside her son in battle, to the mother of the instigator of modern Christianity, to one of the 

only four women to survive to the first Thanksgiving in the New World. The scope of their 

possible experiences is astounding. However, these women all have one common attribute as my 

direct ancestors; they are also mothers to my son. Chris Marker states in San Soleil, “Poetry is 

born of insecurity and the impermanence of a thing.”2 My thesis film addresses my insecurity as 

a new mother uncertain about my remembrance living on once I am gone. It also addresses the 

impermanence of both life and memory and the record of my attempting to maintain both. 

This paper reads as a supplemental document elucidating the theory, inspiration and 

methodology of my thesis film At the Shores of the Great Silence. This document traces the 



history and conceptual development of said work and reinforces my creative decisions with 

citations relating to film, feminist, and autobiographical theory. I break the film down into three 

segments to more easily discuss its qualities. These include intention – my personal relationship 

to the work and my reasons for creating it, content – the theoretical and historical meanings of 

the work and how I incorporated said meanings into the body of the film, and form – the 

technical characteristics I utilize to complete the vision.  

Through this paper I discuss the genres of the film as essay, autobiography, film poem, 

and hybrid non/fiction. I touch on the relationship of representing history on film to my own 

personal fear of being forgotten. The film explores many themes including genealogy, death, 

myth, motherhood, Christianity, dreams, and ritual; it will unpack these themes and relate them 

to my own creative practices, research and intentions. My thesis film At the Shores of the Great 

Silence acts as a bridge between my work as a scholar and as a maker. This supplemental 

document fortifies the relationship between my creative and scholarly work and strengthens the 

theoretical and methodological practices I use in At the Shores of the Great Silence. 

Intention 

As an Essay 

At the Shores of the Great Silence can most easily be categorized as an essay film. In all 

of my creative work, I attempt to make connections between my own, personal subjectivity and 

ideas that interest me. Lopate describes the essay film as one that tells us what its author thinks” 

(254). Through my work, I both explore and explain my relationship to the subjects present. 

Rascaroli quotes Louis D. Gianetti, “An essay is neither fiction nor fact, but a personal 

investigation involving both the passion and intellect of the author” (21). My work always acts as 

a process; while I am creating the film, the film evolves along with my relationship to it. In this 



way, I enact a process of self-realization through the making of creative work. Rascaroli quotes 

Snyder saying that no truth exists within essay films, only truth-making (39). This truth comes 

through the cathexis present within my work; At the Shores of the Great Silence also tells the 

story within the story – the story of its making and my personal growth as well. The film takes 

the audience on a journey with me through history, remembering each of these women 

independently while witnessing my subjectivity evolving through the duration of the piece. 

 More specifically, At the Shores of the Great Silence works through an epistolary mode 

of essay filmmaking. Through both aural and visual direct address, the film reads as a letter (or 

rather a lullaby) to my son, for whom the film is made. Lebow states that epistolary filmmaking 

is a trope in diasporic cinema, an element of my work that will be further discussed later (226). 

By utilizing this less formal method of conveying information, I focus the viewers attention on 

the fact that this film is both about family and for family. I am leaving this document with my 

son with the desire that he will protect it and share it.  

As an Autobiography 

My work balances autobiography and outside subjects variably but both always exist to 

some extent. At the Shores of the Great Silence utilizes my autobiographical subjectivity through 

my being present in the film’s image, sound, and subject matter. My spoken voice exists only in 

relation to my direct address to my son at the beginning and end of the film when I, as the 

filmmaker, am present. Otherwise, my ‘Voice’ exists as the text that introduces each woman to 

the viewer and through the written language spoken by multiple women in each corresponding 

section. I differentiate ‘spoken voice’ from ‘Voice’ through the definition of ‘Voice’ described 

by Bill Nichols as “the entirety of each film’s audio-visual presence” (4). Although this includes 

all selected aspects of the film such as camera placement, editing techniques, sound and music, 



etc., I am referring to the blatant expression of subjectivity – those moments when the audience 

becomes aware of my presence as ‘Voice’ onscreen.  

The topics I address in my film through the voice of these female characters also 

fragments my subjectivity relationally. Julia Lesage writes that interrelation in female 

autobiographical filmmaking continually challenges the ‘auto’ in autobiography by “reducing 

one’s ‘autobiography’ to elements of the other’s ‘biography’ and vice versa” (Lane 174). By 

incorporating this interrelational style in my film, I am able to build a world and life for these 

female characters through my own, fragmented subjectivity. Rascaroli describes this 

fragmentation as “a reflection and a consequence of the increased fragmentation of the human 

experience in the postmodern, globalized world” (4). In At the Shores of the Great Silence I 

break this subjectivity apart and give it to the other women in the film as an act of giving them 

voice as well as to create a space in which my feelings are not felt alone. The fragmentation also 

enacts a sense of reincarnation – as though I inherited these feelings from them, as though the 

subject matter the other women discuss, my subjectivity, is passed along with genes through 

family lineages. Because we have no way of knowing their impressions of motherhood, death, 

patriarchy, etc., I offer them an aspect of my subjectivity as a means to regain a voice of their 

own, even if it is artificial and fictional.  

As a Myth 

Myth, more so than history, tells us what we are and from where we come. At the Shores 

of the Great Silence explores both the similarities and differences of these women and myself by 

examining their lives through lenses both realistic and mythological. The piece emulates the 

process of creation through my self-defined triad of processes: discovery, uncovery, and 

recovery. Once I have discovered the possibility of these women, I must uncover what little truth 



(if any) exists about them. I recover their stories as my own by mythologizing them in order to 

share them with my viewer. This allows for an interesting play between dreams and reality and 

fiction and nonfiction, leaving space for a challenge to nonfiction as the ultimate form of 

documenting someone’s existence. One cannot know a person simply by the facts of their life but 

more so by their essence. Therefore, utilizing less of a factual approach and more of a poetic 

approach allows me to explore the fluidity of history as both fact and fabrication.  

Due to the reproduced history I create for these characters, I struggle with how best to 

define this work as it spans the line between fiction and nonfiction. At the Shores of the Great 

Silence is a melding of my own autobiography and subjectivity through the essay form but also a 

synthesized reality in which these women’s memories exist. Quoting Linda Hogan, “Language 

and poems, even fictions, [are] prayers and small ceremonies” (352). Each section of this film 

acts as the documentation of my remembering these women through ritual practices, producing 

for them a final burial in the archives of digital technology. However, each section also acts as a 

way for the viewer to ‘see’ each character, played by me, carrying out a symbolic aspect of her 

supposed story. Each section is based on what little facts and/or myths I know about each woman 

from the research I have completed.  

One can define history as the projected mental space of the historian, most often male. 

This film is specifically concerned with women’s history and its lack of inclusion in written 

history. In At the Shores of the Great Silence I give myself permission to re/create this history 

through a quote by Roy P. Baster: “To know the truth of history is to realize its ultimate myth 

and its inevitable ambiguity.” Due to the ambiguity already present in history, as well as the 

possibility of fabrication and mythologizing within my family tree, purposeful ambiguity and 

make-believe in the stories of these characters only furthers the subject of history/lack thereof in 



the work. I do not attempt to provide answers about these women, only to raise more questions. 

These were/are interesting characters who deserve to be remembered, even if by something 

untrue. Maxine Hong Kingston writes, “The beginning is hers, the ending, mine” in describing 

autobiography. The autobiography can never end because no one can speak to their own death. 

Therefore I feel it is my responsibility to finish these women’s stories and put them to rest 

through a mix of fact and fiction, as Kingston does in her own work. 

My intention with At the Shores of the Great Silence is to create a audio-visual document 

which will work to remember both the women I feature in the film as well as myself. The 

photography and audio recording are my act of both creating and keeping evidence. Stella Bruzzi 

asks, “Does memory exist independently of being filmed, or is memory constructed through 

being recorded? The act of remembering thus becomes synonymous with the act of recording” 

(69). It is through documenting this process of biomythography that I attempt to remember my 

ancestors. This furthers may claim at nonfiction for as Minh-Ha states, “If the material is actual, 

then it is documentary” (92). Although the individual stories I share may be constructed, my 

subjectivity and my desire to have these women be real and my desire to know them is actual.  

Content 

Genealogy and Family History 

Genealogy has always captivated my curiosity. Without a theoretical framework to 

understand my obsession with discovering my lineage, I pursued it as a hobby for many years. It 

filled me with happiness to uncover so many new relatives; perhaps I was interested because I 

am an only child and have a small immediate family or perhaps it was a way for me to connect to 

my late-grandfather who was the family genealogist before he died. It finally made sense once I 

read this quote by Julia Watson: documenting family history is “a means of collective self-



creation giving voice to the past” (Lane 96). As all of my creative work is a means to self-, or 

rather Self-, creation, genealogy became one more outlet that I could utilize in my creative 

process. As Alice Walker states,  

To acknowledge our ancestors means we are aware that we did not make ourselves, that 

the line stretches all the way back, perhaps to God; or to Gods. We remember them 

because it is an easy thing to forget: that we are not the first to suffer, rebel, fight, love 

and die. The grace with which we embrace life, in spite of the pain, the sorrow, is always 

a measure of what has gone before.3 

Knowing from where I come helps me more fully realize who I am. I use this information in my 

autobiographical essay work as another aspect of interrelational fragmentation.  

I am intrigued by the quality of genealogy and the ways in which it can deceive. 

Genealogical research has been corrupted by the digital age. Free flowing information creates 

contradictory webs of data about history causing all knowledge to lose factual significance. 

Because websites like Ancestry.com allow users to input data without reliable citations, family 

trees can be completely falsified. Also, because the earliest of these lineages date back before the 

common era, it is difficult to know the accuracy of the dates, relationships, and other information 

about these women. Tangible records of this maturation fade into myth obscuring the 

relationship between fact and fiction, genealogy and legend. Much of the sourced information 

available online relating to my family comes from lineages tracing British royalty to Jesus Christ. 

In all reality, these women featured in At the Shores of the Great Silence could be completely 

unreal or their lineages altered in ways so that I am not even related to them.  

All fact when faced with conflicting fact becomes fiction. I have no way of knowing for 

sure whether or not I am related through blood to these women. I can only choose to believe 



some of what I have found and share it because of my own fear of being a forgotten woman in 

history after my own death. With no means to uncover the true truth, the only way to represent 

these women is through my own subjective experiences in relation to the possible facts I have 

uncovered about them through my research. “Even in death, film and digital media can resurrect 

the deceased body and keep its mediated self alive ad infinitum” (Rosenberg 10). Through the 

genealogical content of this film, I attempt to both bring consciousness to the fact that women 

are excluded from history and that these women in particular mean something specifically to me 

and my son. 

Feminism 

As stated before, At the Shores of the Great Silence acts as my attempt at the creation of 

evidence to remember both these women and myself. The film becomes a political statement by 

my privileging the seven women I feature in the film because they are mothers of famous men. 

Possibly the only reason I have any information about these women whatsoever is due to the fact 

that their son’s birth record has her name on it. The other reason I have found women in my 

lineage to be remembered is through their marriage to a powerful king. Cultural transmission 

from mother/daughter relationships, or grandmother/daughter in the case of this film, allows me 

to “retrieve or retain a culture which has been or may be lost or modified by exile…or separation” 

(Butler 92). In this work, that exile is the exclusion of women from historical record, that 

separation is centuries of time passed. Once again, women have their subjectivity documented 

through relationships – particularly relationships with men. In this work, I try to subvert this 

relationality by developing my subjectivity in relation to them – woman to women instead of 

woman to men.  



Through this work I also approach feminism through my choice of making At the Shores 

of the Great Silence autobiographical. Wendy Everett states, “Autobiographical film itself 

performs a vital role with the process of constructing women’s identities” (132). Utilizing 

autobiography is another political act of empowerment both for me and for other makers. Citron 

quotes Francoise Lionnet: Women are “consumed by need…to trace lineages that will empower 

them to live in the present, to rediscover histories occluded by history” (272).  

Motherhood 

As a new mother whose life completely changed when my son was born, it would be 

impossible to create an autobiographical work without that element heavily involved. Also, 

because my child was born male, it further complicates the issues with which I am dealing 

through the work. Because he is merely months old, I have no way of knowing if he will be one 

amongst the ‘great men’ whom these seven other mothers birthed. Motherhood has created for 

me a new space in which to exist; I am no longer the end of the family line yet I feel it is my 

responsibility to share what I have discovered about my lineage with my son and future 

generations. This revelation suddenly places me within the ranks of these forgotten women who 

also had sons that it appears made the choice not to include their mothers’ histories into their 

own. 

 At the Shores of the Great Silence considers motherhood as another feminist component 

of the work because motherhood itself is often an under-represented theme in film. The male 

gaze defines and dominates woman as an erotic object and represses her role as a mother (Kaplan 

2). As Kaplan states, this leaves “a gap not ‘colonized’ by men” in which women can create their 

own subjective space. This is my attempt in this work. I intend to create a space free from the 

male gaze in which woman can be seen as woman instead of as a symbol intended for men. I am 



operating within Claire Johnston’s statement that “woman represents not herself, but by a 

process of displacement, the male phallus” (Butler 5). Through focusing on woman as creator 

and bearer of life, I am able to subvert this standard and create a space for woman to be viewed 

with no pretense. 

 Much like the process of giving birth, creating this work has been struggle and release, 

fear and joy and pain and beauty. Through the act of creation – in regards to both the birth of my 

son and the birth of this work, I am continuing the progression of the life cycle. This idea of 

progression comes up throughout At the Shores of the Great Silence. I appear as all of the women 

in the film, creating for the viewer a space open to ideas of reincarnation. This stresses a link 

between the past (them), present (me), and future (my son). Kaplan quotes Kristeva, “By giving 

birth the woman enters into contact with her mother; she becomes, she is her own mother; they 

are the same continuity differentiating itself” (Kaplan 6). Through the physical act of giving birth, 

especially to a son, I feel even closer to the women from my ancestry as we now have similar 

shared experiences as well as a place/lack thereof in history as mothers to men. 

Middle Ground 

Although each individual section of this work takes place in a different era, the work will 

lack verisimilitude creating a timeless aesthetic. The historical scope will make all elements of 

the piece seem simultaneously ancient and contemporary, much like motherhood. Through this 

work I am intending to create tensions and play between the past, the present, and the future. The 

past and the present meld together into one promise for the future, my son. Now I find myself in 

the middle of this cycle – I am not yet dead but I am no longer the newest member of these 

women’s lineage. My son now has that honor. 



As much as this work is about endings, acting as funerals for the featured characters this work is 

also about beginnings, acting as a baptism for my son. Even more so, this work is about 

transition; I am undergoing a process of great change as both a daughter and a mother. My 

identity has shifted greatly over the course of creating this work and that change is present in the 

content of the work. “When the core of one’s identity is jeopardized, the act of confession enacts 

a narrative journey towards reconstruction of the self, mastering the trauma by rendering identity 

legible again within the symbolic field” (Fenner 127). This entrance into middle ground, a 

traumatic experience, steers the narrative of this work and questions my identity now as a mother 

to a son; I am not yet dead but I am no longer the end of the line for these women. 

The essay form greatly benefits from the construction of At the Shores of the Great 

Silence. Lopate quotes Orson Welles: “The essay does not date, because it represents the author’s 

contribution, however modest, to the moment at which it was made” (260). Because the form 

itself acts as a reflection of the current moment, it lends itself to this type of working through the 

middle. Keleman, a psychologist calling for a more somatic existence in which people connect 

their minds to their bodies, writes that this ‘middle ground’ is an opportunity for a person to 

“steep himself in his existence” and to live in the middle’s “creative sea” (79). I draw attention to 

this ‘creative sea’ as one of the many depths of which my film is ‘at the shores.’ 

This middle ground follows an ending – in my case, the birth of my son. Orson Welles 

describes this location as a “dream state” in which “things are out of sequence and there is no 

recognizable connectivity” (Keleman 77). The only connection I can grasp is these women 

whose existences I have been research for years and to whom I suddenly feel overwhelmingly 

connected. Using an autobiographical context in which to create this work, I am refusing to 

explain the past or describe the future. I am sharing with my audience a glimpse at the 



documentation of a present state, the moment of filming, in which I am fully submerged in the 

middle ground, swimming and searching for transformation, process, and change. 

Dreamtime 

I attempt to undergo transformation in At the Shores of the Great Silence by creating a 

mythical space in which I can encounter these women. As Keleman states, middle ground is the 

perfect space for this type of work because being in the middle indicates the subject in an 

unbounded state of tumult (78). Often, this space creates for the individual symbolic visions, 

feelings, and directions of action. In many cases, including my own, these symbols manifest 

themselves through dreams. Dreams are private incarnations of public myths. “A dream can be 

the body’s way of talking about what happening on the inside. A dream is a message from the 

self to the self” (Keleman 82). Many of the sequences, emotions, and words present in my film 

came to me through dreams during my pregnancy. Dreams create an interior myth. I wanted to 

explore the connections between dreams and mythology further by re-exploring the spaces I 

created in my mind through my film.  

Each woman speaks as though she recounts her own dream/nightmare furthering the use 

of dreams in the work. Aesthetically, I create a relationship between death and dreams by 

symbolically evoking these women’s disappearances through death in a beautiful dream-like way. 

I am less interested in a literal examination and depiction of death and the fading of memory and 

more about my subjective fears about said topics through dreamscapes. By exploring these 

women through my own subjectivity in these spaces, I share my opinions as though they are a 

cyclical fear shared by all women in my ancestry. I embody these characters and perform as each 

of the women and as myself. As I play each character in their supposed dreams/nightmares, I 

represent a future incarnation of themselves (me) potentially living on past their death. The 



Aboriginal ‘Dreamtime’ songs and dances are a more recognize form of this type of performing 

in which a person “is transported to the original ‘timeless mythical past’” (Schechner 200). As I 

ritualize my performance of each character, I engage with her subjectivity and give her part of 

mine. Together with her memory, I attempt to create a moment in which she can exist, if only in 

dreams. 

Religion and Ritual 

As previously stated, much of my research stems from family trees describing how the 

royal family of Britain is related to the Christ family. Christianity is strongly linked to my 

ancestry. I have found traces of my lineage back to the time of Jesus. The Anna featured in the 

first section of my film is, according to some sources, Jesus’ cousin. Although I was also born 

and raised Christian, as were all members of my extended family, I do not define myself as such. 

Considering the feminist nature of the work, referring positively to such a patriarchal and 

dominating force of which I have separated myself may seem counter-intuitive. Although I no 

longer attend church, Christianity is the religion of my ancestors.  I feel that I do not have the 

right to disrespect that. The evolution of modern Christianity did not occur alongside these 

individuals’ lives; it was a defining force in most of their lives. 

My inclusion of feminist subject matter complicates my use of Christian elements with At 

the Shores of the Great Silence. In defense of my reasoning for including Christian subject 

matter I would like to bring up non-liberatory agency as described by Saba Mahmood.4 Much 

Western, white, middle-class feminism (of which I am ashamedly cast), assumes all women’s 

desire to be free from subordinate relationships. Because of this tendency, ‘agency’ is oftentimes 

seen as rebellious acts against patriarchy, or in the case of my ancestors and myself, Christianity. 

Mahmood calls for an uncoupling of agency and resistance to better include feminisms outside 



secular-liberal feminism of the Western academic. Again, I find it disrespectful to disregard 

Christianity’s history as an element of these women’s lives. Also, it is probable that without 

Christianity and their sons’ hand in developing it, these women would be all but forgotten, 

without even a name to remember them by. Through my considering these women’s non-

liberatory agency, I am allowing them their religion and utilizing it as an element of my creative 

work.  

 I merge my subjectivity with these women through my ritualistic performances in each 

section of the film. Maya Deren states in her writings on ritual that it is characterized by the de-

personalization of the individual” (68). This minimization of personal identity works in favor of 

my film as my subjectivity fades into theirs. Performance has been described by numerous 

theorists as having roots in ritual because of its transformative and transcendental power 

(Rosenberg 168). Performance as ritual manifests new understands of both personal subjectivity 

as well as one’s relationship to the past. Rosenberg quotes Allen Kaprow, “Doing life, 

consciously, was a compelling notion to me” (63). Performing during these sections allowed me 

the chance to swim in the middle ground and be present in my current state. The repetitive nature 

of the performance enacts a meditative quality that allows the performer to alter his/her 

perspective of the performance while in the midst of it. Richard Schechner states that in ritual 

theatre as well as contemporary ritual, “the doing is a manifestation more than a communication” 

(69). Rituals are not just a doing but a showing of a doing. My performing as these characters is 

in order to manifest their subjectivity within myself. The documentation of the process of 

performance, another facet of the ritual, is the communication I share with the viewers of At the 

Shores of the Great Silence.  

Documentation of Performance 



 Although the performances present in At the Shores of the Great Silence existed in a 

singular time and place, their documentation archives them as what Douglas Rosenberg calls 

‘screendances.’ Rosenberg refers specifically to dance for film but I believe his term is 

applicable to the performances in my film. “While the movement encountered in a screendance 

may be performed by real bodies in real time and space, it is done solely to provide material for 

the screendance” (28). My performances contain bodily movements both dance-like and 

pedestrian. Although the performance was an event in itself, it was performed for the sake of 

filmmaking. Much like early performance art, at times no one but the artist knows a performance 

is taking place (61). The performances in my film, though theatrical, did not exist as free-

standing performances for an audience. The only audience was the camera. The viewing of 

performances as screendance reminds the viewer that the bodies viewed did exist in reality at 

some point in time, harkening back to history and the lack of evidence/representation history 

commands. 

 Documentation provides proof of the original performance’s existence. Chiari states, “Art 

is, first and foremost, doing” (14). The documentation of the process of my attempt at becoming 

these women adds another layer to the subjective nature of the work. At the Shores of the Great 

Silence uses the body within space as a location for meditation about the themes present in the 

work. The body performing on film is an impossible body, one that is “not constrained by death” 

(Rosenberg 55). The body filmed always lives as long as the documentation exists. In this way, 

my creating ritualistic performances as and for these women gives them a space in which to exist 

and be remembered for eternity. This opening of history through screendance is, as Walter 

Benjamin states, “a sort of ritual that ends in magical transformation” (Rosenberg 70). This 



transformation is my attempt at creating a persona through which these women, who before this 

piece were only names on a website, can dwell. 

Many may argue that due to the performative nature of At the Shores of the Great Silence, 

it cannot be considered nonfiction. According to Schechner, “Performance is an illusion of an 

illusion and, as such, might be considered more ‘truthful,’ more ‘real’ than ordinary experience” 

(xix). The reality of the performance in the moment of performing both inverts and reverts in the 

process of documentation. It becomes unreal as an artificial capturing of reality. However, 

through editing and the adding of intention, the performance begins its second life as a 

screendance and becomes real once again.  

Chance and Pattern 

At the Shores of the Great Silence combines the use of chance and improvisation during 

production and post-production. This incorporation into creative practice, also known as 

aleatoricism, establishes a desire for lack of control in work. In performance, it complicates the 

space and the established design of the work by creating elements of surprise.  

The movement scores for all of the characters were improvisations. Although I had an 

idea going in what the overall look of the movement would be, I did not perform it until I was in 

the space with the camera recording. All interaction between characters was also improvised, 

based solely on a written score. Nuance in performance and expression were welcomed by all the 

male performers as well. I rarely directed their performance as I preferred to create as organic a 

dialogue between characters as possible. I wanted to feel like there was a sharing of control.  

All narration performances were also chance encounters between me and the talent. I had 

no idea what these women would bring to the characters and was amazed at the diverse voices 

they created. Each woman performed the lines several times with gradual levels of information 



about the woman she portrayed. In this way, I was able to let the character grow within the 

performer in the process of performing. Each woman brought a different quality to the voices of 

these women, some more natural, some more performative. I can only assume that would be an 

accurate representation of the seven different women featured in my film – they would each have 

different styles of voice, some more pleasant, some less so. 

The locations for each section were also undetermined before the shooting. I had general 

locations in mind but not specific. All locations were related to family, either mine or my 

husband’s. For example, I knew that the scene featuring Gwenllian and her son Morgan would 

take place in a hole on the land owned by my husband’s father. However, I had no idea what the 

hole would look like until I saw it. Therefore, all shots were composed on-site. I did not work 

with a storyboard because I rarely knew what the logistics of the space would be until I was in it. 

In post-production I had no set ideas for editing until all of the elements of the work were 

present together. I edited the sequences out of order starting with the introduction, the conclusion, 

Anna, Gabrielle, etc. until I edited the middle sections last. I wanted to know that I understood 

the entire film by the time I was in the middle of it. I let all elements of the film play off each 

other and highlighted my favorite moments throughout without a guide to how the finished 

product would feel or look. This process acted much like the performance – it was a meditation 

on the themes present within the work as I worked and transformed the raw footage into my 

completed film. 

Form 

Video 

 At the Shores of the Great Silence is recorded through digital video as both a political and 

logistical means. I appreciate video for its providing access to those who perhaps cannot afford 



expensive filmmaking equipment, especially women. Through advancements in digital video 

technology, people interested in sharing their subjectivity can do so inexpensively and with user-

friendly post-production software, these videos are permeating culture through dissemination 

online. This work, although perhaps a more conceptual and lengthier version of these films, uses 

video in the same way. Marshall McLuhan states that “content is inseparable from form” 

(Rosenberg 89). Video provides instant feedback which is useful in this type of improvised, 

immediate work. Rosenberg explains that since the beginning of video technology in the 1960s, 

“performance has been synergistically linked to its own recorded image” (174). My using video 

to record these performances creates a dialogue with the history of performance art that using 

another medium, such as still photography or written word would not. Because of the minmal 

type of shooting this film required, the production itself was small, usually only the characters in 

the scene and a cameraperson. This allowed for a much more ritualistic performance in which all 

participants shared a level of trust and focus which can transform the performance create 

authenticity of the experience within the archive.  

 Major themes of this work like death, absence, and memory do not easily lend themselves 

to symbolic representations. Moments of black screen create room for reflection on said topics. I 

attempt to make work outside the bounds of contemporary cinema in which thousands of images 

fly at the viewer in real-life 3-D over the course of an hour and a half. I am much more interested 

in creating a pensive, sinuous headspace for the viewer in which I allow them to make 

correlations and establish their own understanding of the work in front of them. “Current cinema 

is no longer related to allusion or illusion…No void, no ellipsis, no silence” (Baudrillard 8). 

Through these moments of black and/or silence, I offer them an opportunity to develop their own 

thoughts on the subjects I present and to fully embrace the words and images they experience. 



Patterns, Repetitions, and Cycles 

In order to maintain the flow and structure of chapter divided work, I set up parameters in 

which I work. These constraints allow my work to move in a singular direction and not lose 

focus. This process also creates restrictions that force me to create interesting relationships 

between symbols that perhaps would not exist otherwise. At the Shores of the Great Silence 

works through a set of patterns and cycles that grant me permission to and forbid me to include 

certain facets in each section of the work.  

Much of my work is interested in alchemy and the elements and I continue working with 

these themes in At the Shores of the Great Silence. I explore the alchemical pentagram and its 

relationships with creation by travelling clockwise through the elements present at each point of 

the pentagram – spirit, air, fire, earth, and water and then in reverse evoking the pentagram’s 

relationship to uncreation. Framing in this way allows me to consider motherhood as a journey 

towards truth that continues infinitely through the process of birth, death, and reincarnation. Each 

element is represented in the sections by clues such as the colors present within the scene, the 

location of the scene, and both props and plots. The acts of creation and uncreation shape the 

piece as a whole. In the first half of the film, the underlying message of the film builds to an 

understanding of our collective subjectivity that then ends in the symbolic death of Ystradwel. 

After that, the film turns much more defensive as the (re)creation these women have just gone 

through begins to unravel and the viewer is left at the end only with my fading memory and my 

son. 

Each section is connected to a phase of the moon (lunation) which changes through the 

course of the piece from an invisible moon to a new moon. The moon cycle has been connected 

since ancient times to notions of fertility and thus lends itself to this piece as a framing device. 



Each moon phase evokes certain characteristics of a quest, which is what this essay film sets out 

to do. The invisible moon, the giver of courage, exists during the introduction to the film in 

which I describe the following film to my son. The new moon, in which all binaries end, exists at 

the end, during which my son is finally a part of the world and has the power to change my 

destiny. Through this chronology of lunation the chronology of history also moves forward 

through time. At the Shores of the Great Silence is a journey through time, blood vessels, ovaries, 

death, history, and lineage – constantly moving forward yet simultaneously moving in cycles. 

Language 

 Although this film includes both spoken and written language, they are used as 

completely separate methods of information sharing. Any text in this film represents the 

patriarchal order of language in which important facts, figures, and dates are recorded for 

posterity. The written text acts as fact distribution. The only information in the text is 

information I discovered through my genealogical research. This exists somewhere outside the 

boundaries of the film as ‘fact’ written down for history to remember it. The spoken text, on the 

other hand, acts as the mythical aspect of the work. The spoken text, written by me, gives voice 

to the characters and is entirely designed as a means to experience the essence of these characters, 

something written text cannot offer. 

In creating work about the repression of women’s history, I am choosing to use a 

language other than standard. My use of poetic language, present in each section of the work, 

creates a new means of exploring ideas in this particular essay form. I refrained from using 

standard spoken English as means to challenge the patriarchal development of language and the 

ways in which language creates an inferior position for women. My goal for At the Shores of the 

Great Silence was to avoid the shroud of language that covers subjectivity instead of exposing it. 



To quote Joyce Carol Oates, “We are linked by blood, and blood is memory without language.”5 

In this work I attempted to create a somatic language that is sensed more than heard. Through 

using the Gertrude Stein method of incantations and repetitions, I created a “cubist experience of 

language” (Lopate 255). Cubism, which at its core abandons a single viewpoint, seemed relevant 

to this work as a whole. I also chose to not show text on screen but let the audience hear it 

through the human voice, specifically female. This correlates with the oral tradition of 

storytelling, often passed from woman to woman through families. 

Although the theses of all the sections of the work investigate my own consciousness, 

they appear through multiple voices. This mode of writing reflects the “Lacanian conception of 

the female self as decentered subject and as Other” (Lane 148). By giving my language to other 

voices, I am able to complicate its function. I am able to disperse the enunciation across many 

positions. This practice challenges the autobiographical “I” voice and obscures its sincerity. As 

Lesage notes, “We listen to an autobiographical video narrator’s first-person voice as an 

authoritative statement attempting to…testify to an inner life that only she could know” (Lesage 

319). By giving this authority to other women, the viewer can no longer distinguish the 

differences between my subjectivity, the subjectivity of the characters, or the actresses portraying 

them vocally. This furthers my desire to fragment my subjectivity and authority as this work is as 

much about these women forgotten by history as it is me and my son. 

Conclusion 

Through working on At the Shores of the Great Silence I have been able to meld both my 

creative and research interests in genealogy, feminism, and the autobiographical and essay film 

forms, creating a location for praxis in which my research and creative practice combine. This 



supplemental document explores the relationship between my creative and scholarly work as 

well as the theoretical and methodological practices I use in the film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes 

1. Lorde’s book Zami: A New Spelling of My Name – A Biomythography first uses the term. I 

found Warburton’s definition in the syllabus for his course “Movement Research in the New 

Arts Praxis” taught at University of California – Santa Cruz in Spring of 2005. 

2. San Soleil. 1983. 

3. Alice Walker, In These Dissenting Times, 1970. 

4. See Feminist Theory, Agency, and the Liberatory Subject: Some Reflections on the Islamic 

Revival in Egypt By Saba Mahmood 

 

5. Where is this quote from?! 
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